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Introduction

The smallest cellular error can lead to an array of problems in the cell 

and the entire organism. Decreased calcium in the endoplasmic 

reticulum (ER) of a cell leads to exodosis, where ER resident proteins 

(ERPs) have a mass exodus out of the ER, escape the KDEL receptor 

(KDELR) retrieval pathway in the Golgi complex, and are secreted out 

of the cell (Figure 1). Exodosis has been correlated to multiple disease 

pathologies, but causation is still unclear (Henderson et al., 2021). 

Typically, KDELRs in the Golgi recognize the KDEL sequence on the 

C-terminus of ERPs and return them to the ER (Munro & Pelham, 

1987). Calcium is pumped into the ER by the sarcoendoplasmic 

reticulum calcium transport ATPase (SERCA) pump, which can be 

inhibited by a compound named thapsigargin (Tg), essentially triggering 

exodosis. Lipid-droplets (LDs) are a sign of heightened ER stress, and 

store toxic lipids inside of them to maintain homeostasis (Jarc & Petan, 

2019). Wild-type (WT) cells are non-modified cells, where mutant cell 

lines have been edited to study the effects of a modification. In this 

study, a KDELR1 mutant cell line was compared to WT cells. The 

purpose of this project was to quantify ER stress by observing LD counts 

and morphology of the ER under exodosis conditions. This was achieved

by examining confocal and electron microscopy (EM) images of WT and 

mutant cells under vehicle and Tg treatments. The null hypothesis was

that Tg would have no effect on ER morphology or LD counts.

Cultures of SY5Y human neuroblastoma WT cells and KDELR1 

mutants were grown. Four groups of cells were created for the EM 

images. For WT cells used in confocal imaging, immunocytochemical 

(ICC) steps were carried out to fluoresce specific structures of interest. 

Images were taken of the cells with confocal and EM microscopes. 

ImageJ was used to determine whether ER area changed under the Tg 

treatment for the confocal images. The EM images (WT and mutants), at 

2,900× magnification, were used to count the number of LDs present. 

The sequence of the major procedural steps can be viewed in Figure 2.

To observe and quantify ER stress, morphology of the ER and number 

of LDs present in the cell were analyzed. The hypothesis that Tg would 

cause a change to ER area and an increase in LDs was proven false. By 

image analysis, it was determined that Tg did not cause a significant 

change in area nor a significant increase in LDs. This led to the 

conclusion that exodosis caused by Tg might not cause as much stress 

and change to the ER as previously thought. In contrast, causing 

dysfunction to KDELR1 increased LDs, which are directly correlated to 

ER stress. Human error could play a part in the unexpected results. 

Future research on ER stress could aim to find a compound that 

remedies exodosis and could act as a treatment for correlated diseases.
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A two-sample t-test determined that there was no significant 

difference of mean ER area between the and Tg conditions (Graph 1). 

By visual analysis of graph two, it was determined that the only two 

groups with significant differences in LD counts were the WT vehicle 

and KDELR1 mutant vehicle groups. A statistical test was not performed 

on the LD count data due to the fact that the data was not normalized. 

Examples of images used in the study can be viewed in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 (left): Images A 

and B were taken by a 

confocal microscope. 

Image A depicts vehicle 

WT SY5Y cells. Image B is 

a visual of WT SY5Y cells 

treated with Tg. Both 

photos were taken eight 

hours after the application 

of treatment. Images C and 

D were taken by EM 

microscopes at 11,000×

magnification. Image C is 

from the KDERL1 vehicle 

group and Image D is from 

the KDELR1 Tg group. 

The arrow in Image D 

points to a lipid-droplet. 

Hinkle, J. (2021). EM and 

Confocal Images of SY5Y 

cells. [Photograph].

Graph 1 (above): This bar chart/univariate scatterplot depicts data collected on the 

normalized area of the ER under vehicle and Tg conditions. The bars represent the 

mean ER area for the treatment and the dots represent individual data points. 

Normalized area was collected by dividing the total ER area in the image by the 

number of ER shapes present in the image. A significant difference in the means of the 

vehicle (M = 1019, SD = 233) and Tg (M = 1094, SD = 400) groups was not found at 

the .05 alpha level of a two-sample t-test (p = .614, t(14) = 0.52).

Graph 2 (right): This graph 

depicts LD counts by group. 

The bars represent mean LD 

counts for each group. The 

dots represent individual data 

points. It was determined 

from visual analysis that the 

only two groups with 

significant differences were 

WT vehicle and KDELR1 

vehicle groups.
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Figure 2 (left): A flowchart 

of the methods performed in 

the study. There were four 

major steps in the project, 

as seen in the figure.
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Figure 1 (left): A 

visual of a cell 

normally vs. 

during exodosis. 

On the right, ERPs 

are being secreted 

from the cell due 

to decreased 

calcium.
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